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While maintaining their instrumental roots, this latest Oka release progresses to a new electro funk level.

With a groove that permeates then raises the bar, this album is indicative of Oka's infectious journey

style, the evolution continues..... 11 MP3 Songs WORLD: Australian, WORLD: World Fusion Details:

OKA's music brings musical traditions and cultures together - ancient and modern - black and white. The

traditional rhythms and stories of DidgeriSTU's Yadaki (didgeridoo) weave throughout pumping electronic

beats, vocals, exotic woodwinds and world percussion - a unique fusion of organic world sounds and

electronic music like no other. OKA's live shows are inspiring, uplifting and emotionally charged, subtle

and spontaneous. Their onstage energy is thrilling audiences wherever they perform. Having established

themselves here in Australia, OKA have the world in their sights. They toured Canada in 2003  2005,

playing back to back festivals, from Vancouver Island in the east to Halifax in the west. After a successful

visit to Singapore late in 2002 and again in November 2004, including some hot club shows at

INDOCHINE, the taste for asia will see them back there in 2005. During a recent visit to New Zealand,

OKA perofrmed live on national television (TV1 - Good Morning). In the last couple of months they have

had some great street parties in Byron Bay, playing for the beautiful crew at Planet Corroboree, and

heaps of good vibes from their gig at Joyfest in the Gold coast hinterland. Look out for them back in Oz at

The Bellingen Global Carnival, Surfing The Cold Stream Festival (Yamba), Joyfest (Gold Coast) and

Woodford Festival. For full gig listings go to their website. OKA is: DidgeriStu - Yadaki (didjeridoo),

Turntables, Vocals, Talking drum, Darabuka, Clap sticks, Koolaps(traditional shaker) , garamut or lamut

(traditional log drum), Warrup (traditional hand drum). Chris Lane - Electro grooves, Soprano Sax, Silver

Flute, Bansuri (Bamboo flutes), Slide Guitar, Harp. Matt Aitchison - Keyboards, Drum kit, Vocals, Congas,

Djembe, other Percussion and Programming
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